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•

Using

A Community Called Humility

•

Connecting:

•

Read Romans 3.21-30 aloud. Pause. Read the
text out loud once more.
According to Paul, in what ways are all believers
the same? Seek to find as many answers as
possible.
In Paul’s mind, what is to be the result of our
“sameness?” Why might this be the case?
In what ways, if any, do you see believers seeking
to be different from other believers? What is the
result of this desire?
What might it look like to emphasize our
“sameness” as followers of Christ? What might
be the result? What, if anything, keeps us from
acting in this way?
Using Paul’s line of thought, in what ways,
if any, are the people of God the same as the
people of the world? What might it look like to
acknowledge this “sameness?” What might be the
result?
As individual members of a group, consider in
what ways, if any, you might have emphasized
your distinctiveness rather than your “sameness”

45 minutes
(The

following questions are intended to provide your
group with a way of connecting with one another so that
you might partner in the work

•
•
•

God

is doing in your lives.)

In what ways did God move in your life this week? In
what ways did you respond to him?
What was your biggest challenge this week? In what
ways, if any, did you invite God into this challenge?
How honest have you been with us?
(Graciously thank group members for their
honesty if they state they have held back.)

•
•
•

•

Getting Started:
10 minutes

•

Do

you ever feel different or the need to be
different from others? Why might this be the
case?

Diving Into the Text:
60 minutes
(The following questions are intended to provide your group with a
simple road map through the text. Feel free to use these questions in ways
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

•

the notes, discuss the concept of the
righteousness of God.

with other members and the result this might
have had in your relationship. Consider coming
together as a group and confessing these to
one another, offering forgiveness and seeking
restoration.

Context and Background

Righteousness of God
The term righteousness is central to the message of the
gospel. Classically, the term was used to refer to law
and punishment, concepts associated with the goddess
Dike. Over time, Greek philosophers like Aristotle and
Plato began to use the term to refer to an unshakable
foundation for life which itself was based on law and
justice. Therefore, a righteous person was a person
whose behavior fit within the social framework of law
and justice.

While righteousness and its cognates throughout
Scripture have some overlap with the classical use of
the term, one finds some additional concepts addressed
with the term. Throughout the Old Testament,
righteousness can be used to refer to specific ordinances
or statutes; that is, righteousness is used to refer to
the Law itself. The term can also be used to refer to
just punishment for the breaking of law (Exodus 23.7;
Psalm 7.9-17), and it can be used to refer to acting in
an upstanding manner (Genesis 18.25; Deuteronomy
32.4; Psalm 11.7). However, the predominant use
of the term is found with respect to the appropriate
covenant relationship between God and people. In this
vein, to be righteous or to behave righteously is to act
as one should properly act according to the covenant
between God and people.

The

nature of acting relationally with covenant
faithfulness (righteousness) with respect to people is
faithful obedience to and reverence of God (Exodus
20.3). The nature of acting relationally with covenant
faithfulness with respect to God is the redemption/
salvation of people (Isaiah 45.21; 56.1; 62.1; 1
Samuel 12.6-11; Psalm 9.7-9; 51.14). Thus, in the
Old Testament, the “righteousness of God” is almost
always associated with his redemptive action.

In the New Testament, the term righteousness is used by
almost every author using every sense found within the
Old Testament. It is often tempting to reduce the term
to a single meaning such as “justice,” and then read this
meaning into every instance of the term. However, to
do so skews the intended meaning of the author and
therefore the meaning of the text in view. It is best to
know the range of meaning which the term has and
use the context to determine the author’s intended
meaning. Further, it can be tempting to load the term

with every possible meaning of the term in much the same
way that the Amplified Bible does, thinking that this adds
depth or layers of meaning to the text in view. However,
words are not vessels which can carry an entire range of
meaning. Words can only bear a single meaning within
the context in which they are found.

It

is within the letters of Paul that we find the
closest use of the predominant Old Testament usage of
righteousness as the appropriate covenant relationship
between God and people. This is not to say that Paul
does not use the term in other ways, but his predominant
use is not far removed from the Old Testament usage, a
fact most likely due to his intense training with the Old
Testament as a Pharisee. With this in mind, when Paul
refers to the righteousness of God, he often has the
redemptive/salvific action of God in mind. Although, it
is sometimes best to interpret the phrase as the “covenant
faithfulness” or “covenant justice” of God, particularly
in cases like 2 Corinthians 5.21 when Paul uses the
phrase to refer to people becoming like God in their
actions.

Paul uses the term repeatedly in Romans 3.21-26 as
he seeks to describe the nature of the gospel. In this
passage, the righteousness of God is contrasted with
the wrath of God (Romans 1.18). The wrath of God is
what consigns people to the consequences of their Sin,
while the righteousness of God is his redemptive work to
rescue people from these consequences. The point Paul is
trying to make is that while people deserve death because
of their Sin, God remains faithful to his covenant
with Abraham to rescue all people (Genesis 12.1-3).
Therefore, in Christ, God deals with Sin so that people
might be delivered from its consequences.

The Text

Romans 3.21-30: No room for boasting
Paul’s letter to the Church in Rome has often been
identified as Paul’s systematic explanation of the gospel.
While Paul certainly does delve deeply into the redemptive
work of God through Christ, this letter is not what we
might refer to as systematic theology. Rather, this letter
is task theology; that is, Paul is describing the gospel
from a specific angle for the purpose of addressing a
specific issue within the Roman Church.
Paul wrote the letter of Romans as he neared the end of
his ministry and began to turn his eyes toward Spain as a

possible mission field. Because of its proximity to Spain
and because of strife in churches like Corinth, Paul
was hoping to find support for this new venture from
the Roman Church (Romans 15.23-24). However,
presently, a great division existed within the Roman
believers, a division which Paul breaks down into two
camps which he refers to as weak and strong (Romans
14.1-15.13). While Paul never fully identifies these
groups, it appears that the division involved the keeping
of Jewish purity laws (Romans 14). Therefore, it may
be that these two groups consisted of people who felt
certain parts of the Torah should be kept as followers
of Christ in an effort to be part of God’s people, and
a group which felt no compulsion to keep these laws.
The resulting disagreement led to feelings of contempt
(Romans 14.10), judgment (Romans 14.13) and
disunity (Romans 14.19). This was not a Church
which was ready to support any mission endeavor much
less Paul’s proposed mission to Spain. Therefore, Paul
wrote the letter of Romans to unify the congregation
by explaining that the gospel made it plain that no
group was above the other, but that due to the common
problem of Sin and the general need for redemption,
all believers were equal and therefore should be
unified.
The theme of Paul’s letter is found in Romans 1.1617: the gospel is that salvation comes as a work of
God received and lived out through faith. With this
in mind, Paul begins to lay the groundwork for the
need of salvation by describing the general nature of
mankind. People are under God’s wrath because of
their willful rejection of God (Romans 1.18-31).
Therefore, people are rightly under God’s judgment
(Romans 2.1-16). While the Jews might believe
they are exempt from this standing because they are
recipients of the Law of Moses, it would only be that
they would be exempt if they perfectly kept the Law,
which they do not (Romans 2.17-29). Therefore, all
people, Jew and Gentile alike, are under God’s wrath
with no recourse for deliverance because mankind was
not capable of acting in covenant faithfulness with
God, not even those who had the Law (Romans 3.20).
However, the gospel message is that God has remained
faithful to the covenant. He acts righteously by keeping
his promise to Abraham to deliver all people (Genesis
12.1-3), and he does this on his own rather than
expecting people to keep the Mosaic Law. While this

redemptive movement of God is not by means of Law—
God does not expect people to keep a specific code—it
is not opposed to Law because the redemptive work of
God is pointed to in the Law and the Prophets. God’s
covenant faithfulness which is to behave redemptively
makes it possible for people to be righteous (to behave
with covenant faithfulness) which is to honor and
reverence God, but this is made possible through faith in
Jesus to all who accept this means.
The need for God to move redemptively in keeping with
his covenant promise to Abraham in order to restore
the ability of people to act in covenant relationship
with him (righteousness) is seen in the presence of Sin
in all people. Both Jew and Gentile sin; that is they do
not measure up to the life God intended for them, a life
which is marked by his glory or character (Genesis 1.2628). This is why God has chosen to restore appropriate
covenant relationship freely by graciously applying the
redemptive work of Jesus to the relationship people have
with God.
Paul piles up a series of metaphors to describe the
redemptive work of God in Christ. First, it is described as
a sacrifice of atonement which might be received by faith.
There has been much debate as to the meaning of this
statement resulting in debates about expiation (covering
of sin) and propitiation (satisfying of wrath) as the word
atonement can be translated either way. Certainly, the
death of Jesus does more than cover over Sin, but the
idea of satisfying wrath is pagan in its origin. However,
because of the use of wrath in the preceding verses, it
is preferable to understand that somehow the death of
Jesus deals with the wrath of God, but it is in a way that
is other than the pagan idea of appeasement. Second, the
work of God is an example, one which displays God’s
faithfulness to his covenant promise to Abraham. His
work through Jesus on the cross demonstrates that he
is an upstanding God who was right to overlook sins
before the time of Christ; that is, God was not being
unjust in not punishing sin. At the same time, God is
demonstrating that sin must be dealt with and that he
is being faithful by redeeming people, restoring them to
covenant relationship with himself.
Up to this point, Paul has been driving home a simple
message. Salvation is completely the work of God in
Christ. The Sinful state of people makes it impossible to
be in right covenant relationship with God apart from
God being faithful to his promise to Abraham to rescue

all people. Because this is the case, the disunity in Rome is
pointless. Both groups are clamoring to be “more right”
in God’s sight, particularly the group who wishes to hold
to Jewish purity laws. In their mind, this makes them, in
some way, more faithful to God and his covenant. Paul
dispels this idea by saying no one is able to be faithful to
the covenant apart from the work of God. This is true for
both the Jew and the Gentile.

Real life with Blake:

We are all in need of the same deliverance, and we are all
recipients of the same grace through faith. We are the same.
If we are the same, then no one is better, not really. We may
be different, but we are not better. When no one is better,
it is easier to approach and relate to others in an unguarded
way. It is easier to be united and to receive others with grace,
because we are all the same

Real life with You:

Who is the greatest? It seems like a pointless argument, but
it is one which is regularly had. We argue about who is the
greatest with our siblings. We dicker on the playground about
who is the fastest. We snipe in high school about who is the
prettiest. We gossip in the office about who works (or doesn’t
work) the hardest. You would think that such pointless
arguing would only be found outside the Church. Tragically,
we continue our bickering and ladder-climbing tendencies
within the Church.
Our arguing about who is the greatest doesn’t take the form
of outright debating. Usually, it takes the form of boasting,

Disunity in life is an issue. Disunity in the Church is a major
problem. When the Church is not unified it cannot do what
it is meant to do in the world, the work of God. In most
cases, disunity within the Church comes when one group (or
more!) begins to think they have it right or all together. They
are better than others! When we are better (or feel we are
worse) than others, we immediately respond by distancing
ourselves from those we view as different. However, the
gospel addresses this cause of disunity. The gospel reminds us
that we are actually all the same. We are all trapped in our
Sin and all in need of God’s saving work. We are the same.
No one is better! Because no one is better it is possible to drop

letting other people know how great we are by making sure

the pretense of being right or having it together and begin to

in statements like “I was talking with God this morning, and

someone in need of grace, who just happens to see something

people know how holy or spiritual or devoted we are. It comes

see our fellow believer as someone who is the same as we are,

he said.

about a specific issue differently than we do. The gospel

. .” Often, the only reason this is said for others to
hear is the desire to let others know that God speaks to us.
. .and not others. We are greater. I myself have participated
in these silly games from time to time, but mostly I play this
game by a different set of rules. I go around comparing myself
to others looking for all the ways they are greater than me.
She prays more eloquently than me. She is greater. He knows
more theology than me. He is greater. They serve more than
me. They are greater. For some reason, be it my background
or my personality, I go around playing the game in reverse. I
know. It doesn’t make sense and it certainly doesn’t make me
feel better about myself. Interestingly, this little game has a
profound impact on how I relate to other believers. This little
game makes me withdraw and hide. Why would I want to be
around people who are better than me? They will probably
just point out all the ways I am not enough.
However, I am coming to a point where I am playing this game
less and less. Why? Because, I am coming to realize that no
one is better. The gospel tells me so! The gospel proclaims that
God has moved to redeem us in and through Christ, because
we are all in the same boat. We are all caught in our Sin,
unable to save ourselves. In other words, the gospel proclaims
we are all the same. We are all caught in the same situation.

leads us to be humble, and as we learn to be humble with one
another we learn to be humble with the world around us,
because when we really think about it, we are the same. We
are all people in need of grace.

This week, we encourage you to pay attention to the ways you
might distance yourself from other believers. Consider the
reasons why this might be and if one of the reasons might be
that in some way you view yourself as being better, right, or

having it together. If this is the case, ponder your own need
for grace and ask if your need is any greater or less than
your fellow believer’s need, the one from which you distance

yourself. Are you any less trapped by Sin? Are you any more
free from God’s wrath? Are you any less in need of God’s

grace? At the base level, are you better, worse, or the same
as your fellow believer? If this is the case, then what might
be the appropriate way to respond and relate to your fellow
believer? You might consider journaling your thoughts.
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